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Abstract: This paper shows that we reduced the residual vibration of the robot arm with length-changing using 

input shaping. We developed the two-way transfer robot for the 5th generation glass. We applied a hump input 

shaping filter to robot system to control the residual vibration of the robot. While robot transfers the glass, the 

natural frequency of robot arm is changed. Even though it is changed, input shaping filter with a hump has also 

good effect for this system 
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1. Introduction  

In industrial fields that use the cranes or cargo carrying robot with a flexible structure, the residual vibration 

should be controlled for the precise position control. A lot of technique have been used to control the residual 

vibration. Specially, input shaping technique has been much used for the residual vibration of flexible structures. 

Input shaper is composed of multiple impulses. Input signal is formed to the signal that the residual vibration 

doesn't occur by a convolution with input shaping filter. Input shaping technique based on dividing the two-step 

input was introduced as posicast techniques [1]. The first impulse is applied to the system and later half period of 

oscillation the second impulse applied. the oscillation due to the first impulse is opposite in phase to it by the 

second impulse later half period of oscillation. Therefore, oscillation by first impulse is cancelled by second 

impulse. Input shaping filter is designed with the information of the frequency and the damping ratio of the 

system. However, if the characteristics of the system is changed, its performance is tends to be remarkably lower. 

It has been conducted much research on the robustness of the input shaping technique. By adding constraints, 

Singer and Seering developed input shaping to 3 impulses and obtained a good performance by applying to the 

robot system [2]. Singhose presented a multi-hump EI input shaper permitted residual vibration to some 

extent(for example 5%) and has broad frequency range for residual vibration reduction [3-5]. When the robot 

with a flexible beam picks up the things, both of the frequency and the damping are changed at the same time. 

Park presented a robust multi-hump Convolution (CV) shaping filter for simultaneously changing of both the 

frequency and damping [6].  

This paper shows that we reduce the residual vibration of the robot arm with length-changing using input 

shaping. We developed the two-way transfer robot for the 5th generation glass. We applied a hump input 

shaping filter to robot system to control the residual vibration of the robot. While robot transfer the glass, the 

frequency is changed. Even though it is changed, input shaping filter with a hump has also good effect for this 

system. 
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2. The Design of Input Shaping Filter 

 

Fig 1 The transfer robot system 

The developed robot has a cantilever structure capable of two-way transfer as shown in Fig.1. The vibration 

caused by loading is generated in a vertical direction during the transfer of the glass. This residual vibration is 

controlled using the input shaping techniques. because the length of the robot arm is changed during transfer, the 

natural frequency of the robot is changes. We use a humped input shaping filter with robust for frequency 

changing. it is permitted 5% residual vibration and has broad frequency range for residual vibration reduction. 

When we design input shaping filter, the measured frequency was used. We took the average of the frequencies 

when the robot arm was extended to end and to the middle. The frequency is 18.2Hz. We actually measured the 

frequency of the robot arm using impact hammer as shown in Fig2. 

 

Fig. 2 The measurement of natural frequency for robot arm 

The humped input shaping filter was designed in the z-domain. Fig. 3 shows the location of zeros in the z-

domain. If two zeros is located in the both sides of the system pole, there is a hump in the sensitivity curve as 

shown in Fig. 4. The amplitude of hump is different as the distance of pole and zero. If it is far, the amplitude is 

big. So, we decided 5% hump. Input shaping filter equation shows in (1). 
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Fig. 3 The location of zeros in the z-domain 

        

Fig. 4 The sensitivity of input shaping filter with a hump 
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The amplitude of input shaping filter should be normalized not to change the amplitude of input signal. That 

is the reason why it is divided by K. In order to has 5% hump, is 0.14. Finally, the equation of input shaping 

filter is shown in (2). 

 

                           (2) 

here, A0=0.2676, A1=0.4648, A2=0.2676  

It means that impulse A0, A1 and A2 applied to the robot system at intervals of half period for the robot 

arm's oscillation as shown in Fig. 5. T is the half period for the robot arm's oscillation. 

 

        Fig. 5 The amplitude of input shaping filter with a 5% hump 

3. The Experiment for Robot Arm 

If input acceleration profile is convoluted with input shaping filter(impulse signal), the input signal that 

residual vibration isn't generated is made as shown in Fig. 6. The residual vibration was average 3m/s
2
 when 

robot arm moved to the end without input shaping filter. But when input shaping filter was applied to robot 

system, it was reduced to around 1m/s
2 

as shown in Fig. 7. We confirmed that more than 66% of the residual 

vibration was reduced. 

 

Fig. 6 The convoluted signal with input acceleration signal and impulses 
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Fig. 7 The experiment result for the residual vibration control of robot arm. 

4. Conclusion 

Input shaping filter was applied to the residual vibration control of cantilever glass transfer robot. It was 

confirmed that the residual vibration was reduced by more than 66% at the test result. The frequency is changed 

as the length of the cantilever. In this paper, it shows that input shaping filter is effective for the system of 

variable frequency.  
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